Elimination of Conduction Losses using a bridgeless buck–boost converter for low power application in a cost effective manner.
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ABSTRACT:
In electrical engineering, the power factor of an AC electrical power system is defined as the ratio of the real power flowing to the load to the apparent power in the circuit. Brushless Direct Current (BLDC) motors are one of the motor types rapidly gaining popularity. They do not use brushes for commutation; instead, they are electronically commutated. This paper presents a power factor corrected (PFC) bridgeless (BL) buck–boost converter-fed brushless direct current (BLDC) motor drive as a cost-effective solution for low-power applications. An approach of speed control of the BLDC motor by controlling the dc link voltage of the voltage source inverter (VSI) is used with a single voltage sensor. This facilitates the operation of VSI at fundamental frequency switching by using the electronic commutation of the BLDC motor which offers reduced switching losses. A BL configuration of the buck–boost converter is proposed which offers the elimination of the diode bridge rectifier, thus reducing the conduction losses associated with it. A PFC BL buck–boost converter is designed to operate in discontinuous inductor current mode (DICM) to provide an inherent PFC at ac mains. The proposed PMBLDCM drive is modeled in Mat lab- Simulink environment and evaluated for an air conditioning compressor load. The performance of the proposed PFC drive is evaluated on the basis of various parameters such as total harmonic distortion (THDi) and the crest factor (CF) of the current at input AC mains, displacement power factor (DPF), power factor (PF) and efficiency of the drive system (ηdrive) at different speeds of the motor.

Index Terms—Bridgeless (BL) buck–boost converter, brushless direct current (BLDC) motor, discontinuous inductor current mode (DICM), power factor corrected (PFC), power quality.

Introduction:
Efficiency and cost are the major concerns in the development of low-power motor drives targeting household applications such as fans, water pumps, blowers, mixers, etc. The use of the brushless direct current (BLDC) motor in these applications is becoming very common due to features of high efficiency, high flux density per unit volume, low maintenance requirements, and low electromagnetic interference problems.

These BLDC motors are not limited to household applications, but these are suitable for other applications such as medical equipment, transportation, HVAC, motion control, and many industrial tools. A BLDC motor has three phase windings on the stator and permanent magnets on the rotor.

The BLDC motor is also known as an electronically commutated motor because an electronic commutation based on rotor position is used rather than a
mechanical commutation which has disadvantages like sparking and wear and tear of brushes and commutator assembly. Power quality problems have become important issues to be considered due to the recommended limits of harmonics in supply current by various international power quality standards such as the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) 61000-3-2. For class-A equipment (< 600 W, 16 A per phase) which includes household equipment, IEC 61000-3 restricts the harmonic current of different order such that the total harmonic distortion (THD) of the supply current should be below 19%.

The simplest way to control the harmonic current is to use a filter that passes current only at line frequency (50 or 60 Hz). The filter consists of capacitors or inductors, and makes a non-linear device look more like a linear load. An example of passive PFC is a valley-fill circuit. A disadvantage of passive PFC is that it requires larger inductors or capacitors than an equivalent power active PFC circuit. Also, in practice, passive PFC is often less effective at improving the power factor.

Active PFC is the use of power electronics to change the waveform of current drawn by a load to improve the power factor. Some types of the active PFC are buck, boost, buck-boost and synchronous condenser. Active power factor correction can be single-stage or multi-stage.

In the case of a switched-mode power supply, a boost converter is inserted between the bridge rectifier and the main input capacitors. The boost converter attempts to maintain a constant DC bus voltage on its output while drawing a current that is always in phase with and at the same frequency as the line voltage. Another switched-mode converter inside the power supply produces the desired output voltage from the DC bus. This approach requires additional semiconductor switches and control electronics, but permits cheaper and smaller passive components. It is frequently used in practice.

SMPSs with passive PFC can achieve power factor of about 0.7–0.75, SMPSs with active PFC, up to 0.99 power factor, while a SMPSs without any power factor correction have a power factor of only about 0.55–0.65.

Existing System:
The parameters of the BL buck–boost converter are designed such that it operates in discontinuous inductor current mode (DICM) to achieve an inherent power factor correction at ac mains. The speed control of BLDC motor is achieved by the dc link voltage control of VSI using a BL buck–boost converter. This reduces the switching losses in VSI due to the low frequency operation of VSI for the electronic commutation of the BLDC motor.

The performance of the proposed drive is evaluated for a wide range of speed control with improved power quality at ac mains. Moreover, the effect of supply voltage variation at universal ac mains is also studied to demonstrate the performance of the drive in practical supply conditions. Voltage and current stresses on the PFC converter switch are also evaluated for determining the switch rating and heat sink design. Finally, a hardware implementation of the proposed BLDC motor drive is carried out to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed drive over a wide range of speed control with improved power quality at ac mains.

Proposed System:
The operation of the PFC BL buck boost converter is classified into two parts which include the operation during the positive and negative half cycles of supply voltage and during the complete switching cycle.

Operation During Positive and Negative Half Cycles of Supply Voltage
In the proposed scheme of the BL buck boost converter, switches $Sw_1$ and $Sw_2$ operate for the positive and negative half cycles of the supply voltage, respectively. During the positive half cycle of the supply voltage, switch $Sw_1$, inductor $Li_1$, and diodes
$D_1$ and $D_p$ are operated to transfer energy to dc link capacitor $C_d$ as shown in Fig. 2(a)–(c). Similarly, for the negative half cycle of the supply voltage, switch $S_{w2}$, inductor $L_{i2}$, and diodes $D_2$ and $D_n$ conduct.

**Operation During Complete Switching Cycle**

Three modes of operation during a complete switching cycle are discussed for the positive half cycle of supply voltage as shown here in after.

**Mode I:** In this mode, switch $S_{w1}$ conducts to charge the inductor $L_{i1}$; hence, an inductor current $i_{L_{i1}}$ increases in this mode as shown in Fig. 2(a). Diode $D_p$ completes the input side circuitry, whereas the dc link capacitor $C_d$ is discharged by the VSI-fed BLDC motor.

**Design of PFC BL Buck–Boost Converter**

A PFC BL buck–boost converter is designed to operate in DICM such that the current in inductors $L_{i1}$ and $L_{i2}$ becomes discontinuous in a switching period. For a BLDC of power rating 251 W (complete specifications of the BLDC motor are given in the Appendix), a power converter of 350 W ($P_o$) is The proposed converter is designed for dc link voltage control from 50 V ($V_{dc \text{ min}}$) to 200 V ($V_{dc \text{ max}}$) with a nominal value ($V_{dc \text{ des}}$) of 100 V; hence, the minimum and the maximum duty ratio ($d_{\text{min}}$ and $d_{\text{max}}$) corresponding to $V_{dc \text{ min}}$ and $V_{dc \text{ max}}$ are calculated as 0.2016 and 0.5025, respectively.

**Simulated Performance of Proposed BLDC Motor Drive**

The performance of the proposed BLDC motor drive is simulated in MATLAB/Simulink environment using the Sim Power System toolbox. The performance evaluation of the proposed drive is categorized in terms of the performance of the BLDC motor and BL buck–boost converter and the achieved power quality indices obtained at ac mains. The parameters associated with the BLDC motor such as speed (N), electromagnetic torque ($T_e$), and stator current ($i_{a}$) are analyzed for the proper functioning of the BLDC motor. Parameters such as supply voltage ($V_s$), supply current ($i_s$), dc link voltage ($V_{dc}$), inductor’s currents ($i_{L_{i1}}$, $i_{L_{i2}}$), switch voltages ($V_{sw1}$, $V_{sw2}$), and switch currents ($i_{sw1}$, $i_{sw2}$) of the PFC BL buck–boost converter are evaluated to demonstrate its proper functioning.

**Steady-State Performance**

The steady-state behavior of the proposed BLDC motor drive for two cycles of supply voltage at rated condition (rated dc link voltage of 200 V) is shown in Fig. 6. The discontinuous inductor currents ($i_{L_{i1}}$ and $i_{L_{i2}}$) are obtained, confirming the DICM operation of the BL buck boost converter. The performance of the proposed BLDC motor drive at speed control by varying dc link voltage from 50 to 200 V is tabulated in Table III. The harmonic spectra of the supply current at rated and light load conditions, i.e., dc link voltages of 200 and 50 V, are also shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b), respectively, which shows that the THD of supply current obtained is under the acceptable limits of IEC 61000-3-2.

A new speed control strategy of a PMBLDCM drive is validated for a compressor load of an air conditioner which uses the reference speed as an equivalent reference voltage at DC link. The speed control is directly proportional to the voltage control at DC link. The rate limiter introduced in the reference voltage at DC link effectively limits the motor current within the desired value during the transient condition (starting and speed control).
The additional PFC feature to the proposed drive ensures nearly unity PF in wide range of speed and input AC voltage. Moreover, power quality parameters of the proposed PMBLDCM drive are in conformity to an International standard IEC 61000-3-2. The proposed drive has demonstrated good speed control with energy efficient operation of the drive system in the wide range of speed and input AC voltage. The proposed drive has been found as a promising candidate for a PMBLDCM driving Air-Con load in 1-2 kW power range.
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**Hardware Validation of Proposed BLDC Motor Drive**

A digital signal processor (DSP) based on TI-TMS320F2812 is used for the development of the proposed PFC BL buck–boost converter-fed BLDC motor drive. The necessary circuitry for isolation between DSP and gate drivers of solid state switches is developed using the opto coupler 6N136. A prefiltering and isolation circuit for the Hall-Effect sensor is also developed for sensing the Hall-effect position signals. Test results are discussed in the following sections.

**Comparative Analysis of Different Configurations**

A comparative analysis of the proposed BL buck–boost converter-fed BLDC motor drive is carried out with conventional schemes. Two conventional schemes of the DBR-fed.
Table VII shows a comparative analysis of three different configurations of the BLDC motor drive. The evaluation is based on the control requirement, sensor requirement, and losses in the PFC converter and VSI-fed BLDC motor. The proposed scheme has shown a minimum amount of sensing requirement and cost with the highest efficiency among the three configurations, and hence, it is a recommended solution for low-power applications.

**Conclusion**

A PFC BL buck–boost converter-based VSI-fed BLDC motor drive has been proposed targeting low-power applications. A new method of speed control has been utilized by controlling the voltage at dc bus and operating the VSI at fundamental frequency for the electronic commutation of the BLDC motor for reducing the switching losses in VSI. The front-end BL buck–boost converter has been operated in DICM for achieving an inherent power factor correction at ac mains. A satisfactory performance has been achieved for speed control and supply voltage variation with power quality indices within the acceptable limits of IEC 61000-3-2. Moreover, voltage and current stresses on the PFC switch have been evaluated for determining the practical application of the proposed scheme. Finally, an experimental prototype of the proposed drive has been developed to validate the performance of the proposed BLDC motor drive under speed control with improved power quality at ac mains. The proposed scheme has shown satisfactory performance, and it is a recommended solution applicable to low-power BLDC motor drives.
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